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addition to the literature on VanDerzee. wtth a une 
blogrophical sketch by Rodger C. Birt. o teacher of 

,30 the humon•tles at San Frunclsco State University, 
- Includes pictures that capture the ambitious splril 
•lfY of Harlem In the 192o·s and 3o·s as well as the 
:,' ordinariness or Its everyday tlfe. Weddings. anni· 
"'" vcrsaries. deaths: VanDerZee was there to record 

them nil wlth an honest. no-nonsense style. 

• 
JAN GROOVER: Photographs. Introduction by 

s 
John Szarkowski. (Bulfinch/Little. Brown. $SO.) 
Since the l97o·s, when her color pictures brought 
her to the attention of the New York art world. Jan 
Groover has been seektng to demonstrate that 

~ formalism is not o dirty word. While she has us· 
soyed a variety of approaches ond subject matter 
(including, literally. the kitchen ~ink). her table-top 
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still lire~ continue to be the most rudicol profession 
of her formalist f alth. John Starkowski, formerly 
the director of the department of photography al 
the Museum of Modern Art, writes that her pic
tures are in the spirit of Edwtird Weston (versus. 
that is, the spirit of Walker Evans). which helps to 
explain why they seem so radiant, voluptuous and 
plangent. 

• 
THE GREAT CENTRAL VALLEY: Callfor-

nla's Heartland. Photographs by Stephen Johnsor1 
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••self-Portrait'' by James VanDerZee. 1918. 

and Robert Dawson. Text by Gerald Haslam. (Uni· 
verslty of California. cloth, SSO; paper. S30.) Califor-
nia's Central Valley ls the size of England und 
produces one-quarter of this nation's table foc>d, but 
it has long been ignored by photographers Interest
ed In the state's picturesque coast to the west und 
the splendors of Yosemite to the east. .. The Grcut 
Central Valley" i s partly remedial, and muke~ 
clear that more is at stake there thun scenery. The 
naturally arid region is lhrentened by water short
ages. overfarming and a growing population. The 
pages or this hybrid book ore devoted equally to 
photographs taken over the last 10 years by Ste
phen Johnson and Robert Oaw~on, historical vasu
als that include drawings by Thomas MorJn and 
Depression~ra pactures or newly arrived Ok1es. 
ond Gerald Haslam·s mcticulou~ly reseurched and 
heartfelt text. The result as more than the sum of 
the book•s parts and or more than regiuncd interest. 
It provides o useful model for photographers inter· 
ested tn giving their images u v.ildcr social and 
politlcul dimension. 0 


